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In retrospect, it is well understood and proven in clinical studies that Ameloblastoma is well renowned due to its high recurrence rates on enucleation alone while it has also been well documented with certain treatment options mostly concentrating to wide resections resulting in mandibular defects. Although at this moment, the pinnacle of jaw reconstruction has been well established and continually improving with the advent of vascularized flaps and growth factors, most regions require further development with regards to team protocols, equipment, healthcare coverage, and most importantly experience of microvascular surgeons. Ideal mandibular reconstruction requires complete bone restoration with contour and an emphasis on facial esthetics and future occlusal function restored by endosteal implants. This presentation will share our experience with combined surgical and medical treatment protocol applied for all types of Ameloblastoma cases treated in our centers highlighting the preservation of the mandible particularly on large tumors ideally treated by mandibulectomy.
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